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Ephesoft Transact Technical Overview
Information Trapped in Unstructured Content
Ephesoft Transact is a smart document capture and
data classification solution that extracts meaningful
data from documents from any format in the cloud
or on-premises. That data feeds into your backoffice applications to accelerate the pace of business
transactions and processes. Our Smart Capture®
solutions can automatically identify the information
you need without manual data entry, sorting or
scanning separator sheets with barcodes.

Through patented supervised machine learning
algorithms, Ephesoft enables businesses to better
classify documents by content analysis, bar code
or layout. The system recognizes and captures
data using OCR and ICR engines, fixed formats,
free form extraction and fuzzy database logic. The
Ephesoft platform is ideal for organizations with a
heavy document load that drives your sales orders,
insurance claims, mortgages, mailrooms, invoices or
any other critical business process.

Ephesoft Transact Technology
Zero footprint, browser-based application
that runs on servers behind your firewall,
Amazon Web Services or Microsoft Azure.

Java-based open architecture using
industry standard tools to ensure customers
are not locked into a proprietary stack.

Patented supervised machine learning
technology that improves over time,
increasing value.

Web Services APIs and mobile capture
tools.

Easy Integration

100% Browser Based

The only document capture and extraction system to
employ RESTful APIs, making ERP, CRM, document
management and other back office programs
document capture enabled.

A thin client architecture for Windows and Linux
environments powers Ephesoft’s fully customizable
and scalable advanced capture platform, providing
unlimited, uncapped document identification.

Business Intelligence

Our Technology

Ephesoft’s platform offers business intelligence tools
to optimize efficiency, accuracy and allows users
the ability to make better decisions about their data.
Advanced reporting, dashboards, performance levels
and analytic tools offers insight and achieve higher
ROI.

Ephesoft’s modern, innovative and cloud-ready
platform outshines legacy server applications, helping
companies in any industry drive efficiency, accuracy
and cost savings.

What Our Customers are Saying
“Ephesoft has a great technology stack, it’s got very effective pricing and it
really fits the integration really well, which others do not do”
— Michael Kienle, CEO at it-novum
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